Carbon Monoxide a Clear and Present Danger
This program
addresses the
hazards inherent
in carbon
monoxide
generation and
testing
procedures.
Additionally, it
provides an
overview of
combustion
analysis and the
relation of
building
pressures to
carbon
monoxide
generation.

Training Manual
Item: COPM
ISBN: 1-930044-20-8
Copyright: 2003 | Retail: $44.95 | Educators: $26.97
This 168 page training manual is broken into three sections:
Section 1 - Carbon Monoxide (CO) Explains; what CO is, how
CO is produced, health effects of CO exposure, how to
respond to an alarm, basic testing procedures, code
compliance and exposure standards.
Section 2 - Combustion: An in depth explanation of
combustion analysis, troubleshooting and remediation of CO
production for both gas and oil fired appliances such as; boilers,
furnaces, hot water heaters, clothes dryers, etc.

Instructor

Resource

Section 3 - Pressure Measurements: A primer on how building
pressures effect the distribution of carbon monoxide.
The spiral binding will allow students to tear out worksheets for grading by the
instructor.
Instructor Resource Materials
Downloadable Edition (via ESCO Proctor Login)
Item: IRDCOPPTIND Individual: $45.95 | Item: IRDCOPPTSITE Site: $99.95
CD Edition (Shipped)
Item: COPPT Retail: $81.75 | Educators: $49.95
The instructor resource materials include: a 74 slide PowerPoint that correlates directly
with the training manual, an Instructional supplement with course objectives and lesson
plans to keep the program on track.
Certification
To aid those in demonstrating their knowledge of the materials there are Employment
Ready and Professional Level certifications available. These 50 question exams cover:
alarms and response, building pressure measurements, building pressure general
knowledge, combustion gas, combustion general knowledge, general knowledge,
measurements, medial and tools.

Instructor resource
materials are now
downloadable
through your proctor
login! Purchase an
individual or site
license which will
allow all instructors
on the account to
have access to the
files!

$25.00$125.00
Test Fee (Employment Ready)
Retail:
Educators Employment Ready:
Online: $15.00 | Paper: $20.00
Educators Professional Level:
Online: $35.00 | Paper: $45.00
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Purchase Items Separately or Bundle and Save

